Porter and colleagues (2018) describe the expansion of research ethics consultations (REC) services within the biomedical research field. This is an ongoing and worthwhile effort, especially given the mounting number of complex and multifaceted ethical and legal concerns associated with academic biomedical research (Sharp et al. 2015). However, the potential costs of a serviceable REC, including both monetary and professional manpower, can swell well beyond that of all but the largest research institution budgets. Keep in mind that if done wrong, a less-than-optimal REC could be a liability, burdening legitimate research through inapt, inept, or inactive guidance.

This is an important caveat to the growing popularity of RECs.

Universities have a history of investing in not-necessarily-essential research-related efforts that when underfunded can be more damaging than helpful. Consider the technology transfer office (TTO). Optimally, a number of experienced lawyers, including patenting, licensing, and employment attorneys, as well as paralegals, marketing professionals, and other support staff, would operate such an office. Like RECs, the basic staffing requirements make the cost of running a good office prohibitive for all but the most elite universities. Nevertheless, universities of all sizes and research budgets maintain such offices. According to one assessment, since 2000, less than 40 institutions nationwide have made it into the top 20 TTOs in the United States in terms of licensing revenue (Valdivia 2013) but even most of those lose money.

Many TTOs are effectively a drag on university research resources (Greenbaum and Scott 2010). The Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM) annually chronicles the growing numbers of academic patents. To wit, consider AUTMs own self-reported statistics. In 2015 (the last year for which data are available), the 25,000 invention disclosures solicited and received from university academics by TTOs resulted in nearly 16,000 relatively expensive patents applications (AUTM 2017)—a conversion rate that seems objectively excessive. Experienced patent professionals know that most patents have little monetary value and patents often cost more to acquire than they are ever worth (Allison, Lemley, and Walker 2009), so why convert more than half of all disclosures, often from unwitting academics, into costly patents, most without likely concomitant licensing revenues (Valdivia 2013)? This effectively illustrates why most university transfer offices are money losers, and, at minimum, highlights how their inefficiencies arising out of less-than-ideal staffing unnecessarily tie up academic innovation as proprietary matter.

A recent proposal suggested that universities, especially smaller research institutions, pool their resources into shared regional technology transfer offices that, taking advantage of economies of scale, could be better staffed and funded, and as such, better able to serve the needs of the innovators in academia in research institutions of all sizes and funding levels, for example, through smarter patenting, better licensing, and more savvy marketing of university innovation (Greenbaum 2008).
The take-home message: Not every research institution needs to have the research-related infrastructure of its largest peers, and these institutions are often better off pooling their resources to create value-enhancing shared enterprises. REC’s raise similar concerns. To be effective, each REC requires capital and professional labor that are often unavailable at most small and mid-size research institutions. Moreover, the upshot of having undercapitalized, undermanned, and perhaps even ethically/legally conflicted RECS can be the hampering of innovation through inadequate legal and ethical consultations.

Instead, like the proposal for regional TTOs, we also propose regional RECs. Given the importance and necessity of ongoing ethics guidance in many areas of academic research, and the general lack of ethics training among academic researchers—the problem that RECs were meant to tackle—we further propose that the recommended regional RECs be associated with smaller, less costly, but capable systems in each individual research institution. These smaller systems would include an ethics hotline for nonegregious, mostly anticipatable, ethics concerns. The hotlines would provide quick guidance for the small manageable issues that arise out of the course of many areas of research.

In this scenario, most day-to-day ethics and/or legal concerns are managed by these smaller on-call hotlines. The local hotline systems would mirror the long-standing confidential legal ethics hotline services provided by many state law bars. Notably, like state bar hotlines that are often staffed by junior paralegals and provide only direction rather than a substantive opinion, the proposed hotlines would not need to have costly professionals. Rather, even junior researchers can be adequately trained to provide sufficiently helpful information for a large percentage of ethical quandaries.

The more convoluted and complicated, non-anticipatable, and potentially egregious concerns would be outsourced to the larger, better staffed regional RECs. These better staffed RECs could also advance other goals of RECs beyond the immediate issues arising over the course of research, including, for example, increasing social benefits arising out of primary research or promoting advanced ethics scholarship.

Setting up such a hotline is nontrivial, and substantive guidelines and training regiments should be drafted to provide the necessary guidance and direction to those who staff the lines. Given the less than urgent nature of many of the anticipated interactions on such a hotline, the system might even be staffed by bioethics students whose advisory opinions could be part of their clinical or experiential pedagogical program. This opportunity to further train future ethicists is an important and valuable externality of the proposed hotline program, and perhaps even a necessity, especially given the mounting number of complex and multifaceted ethical and legal concerns associated with academic biomedical research.
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